Bring vs. Take

Some words have certain similarities in meaning and use, and this, oftentimes, causes
confusion among us. This is the case with the terms bring and take. These two refer to
moving something or someone from one place to another. But the goal of this post is to help
you diﬀerentiate the two so you can use them properly.
The word bring is used as a verb which means “to come to a place with someone or
something” or “to cause someone or something to come to a place.”
7 things that will deﬁnitely happen if Jose Mourinho really does bring Mesut Ozil to
Manchester United
Mirror
ZenBook maker Asus launches $50M venture fund to bring Silicon Valley startups
into Asia
TechCrunch
MP Layla Moran to bring community hospital cut concerns to health minister
Oxford Mail

On the other hand, the term take is commonly used as a verb meaning “to lay hold of
something with one’s hands.”
“Take your glass out of the freezer and position the banana shapes inside…”
Popsugar UK
“… skiing is a sport for lazy because you take the chair, lift up, and just let gravity
get you down…”
CBC News
“You take the pen. You write your own order. Somehow it still transforms to
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something else…”
Toledo Blade

However, what causes the confusion is its other meaning “to lead, carry, or cause to go along
to another place.”
Take me out to Alt-Right Night at Dodger Stadium
Los Angeles Times
Here to save the world and take down Trump – it’s Miss America
The Guardian
Social Capital to take startups public without an IPO
TechCrunch
Troopers arrest hundreds and take dozens of guns oﬀ New Orleans streets in two
month operation
WGNO

To put it simply, the main diﬀerence between bring and take is that you use bring when
asking people to bring things or other people to the place where you are while you use take
when you move things or people to the place where you are heading.
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